


Letter from the Editors 

Dear Reader,

     We are so thrilled to put the second issue of Melted Butter Magazine out into the world. After the
incredible support following our first issue, we couldn’t wait to continue this project. Over a year
into the pandemic, our themes--of home, of warmth, of authenticity--are more relevant than ever. In
the selection process of this magazine, we aimed to foster a comforting and lively literary community
for our contributors in a time where comfort can be difficult to maintain. We wanted our writers and
artists to view our magazine as a safe space for their creative work. The pieces in this issue are
reminiscent of the honest and genuine things that we hold dear to us. From picking berries to
watching crows, these narratives have helped us as editors to become more in touch with the world
and with ourselves. We hope to provide the same escape for you as you read this issue. Already this
year we have faced many challenges, and we hope that our little magazine can come as a breath of
fresh air in a time of uncertainty. Whether you need a quick escape or inspiration for your own life
and work, Melted Butter is here to provide you something worthwhile. 

     To our contributors, you should be so proud of the work you have created. Now and forever,
artistic work is priceless. It reminds us who we are in times of hopelessness, it picks us up from the
ground, it dusts off our knees and tells us to keep our heads held high. Thank you for everything you
do. We hope someday to invite you to our late spring picnics, pour you a glass of sparkling lemonade,
and tell you all about the books we’re reading. 

     Thank you to our readers, supporters, and followers—we hope you enjoy this issue as much as we
do. While you’re here, you might be glad to know that our submissions are open again! Visit our
website meltedbuttermag.wixsite.com to read our submission guidelines, and send your work over to
meltedbuttermag@gmail.com when you’re ready. We’re thrilled to see what you have been up to
lately. Send us your poems, your experimental pieces, and your visual art. We love it all! You can also
keep up with us on Twitter @MagazineButer, and Instagram @meltedbuttermagazine. Welcome to
the second issue of Melted Butter Magazine. We hope you stay awhile.
 
With love,
the Melted Butter team
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Our Bodies are a Street
by Lynn Finger

 
Our bodies are warm asphalt after rain, cottoned in cloud drift.
Next block over, a mattress leans in an empty lot, waits for ivy.
 

thousand moon summer beauty
reveal sweet peach garden

 
Tumbled bricks knocked into dust. Someone lived there once.
They got lost, their body a side road, words stranded.
 

if these luscious together
trust shadow storm lather

  
A pelican, crooked kite far from the sea, in flight across this
territory of streets & lots, his piercing wings are language
 

pictures spring music
caught from smooth recall

 
& words that take us there, he seeks only to fly to the open ocean.
He bends over roofs & curbs, we bend too, our bodies 
a path 

in the broken air, 
not forgiven, 

or asking. 
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Opening the Gate
by Erika Nina Suárez
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Black Raspberries
 by Pamela Mosher

Lost in the thick of many weeds, we only
notice the brambles when the canes
are bent over, heavy with red berries 
ripening into lustrous black.

There are different names
for this unexpected bounty: wild black raspberries,
scotch caps, black caps, des catherinettes, or beh-weez
according to our lisping toddler, her purpled mouth
open, her teeth studded with tiny seeds.

We were inattentive new homeowners 
but we watered the plants once we knew
what they would provide us. 

Next year we will excavate
the brambles, remove the weeds, 
trim the canes, mulch around the stems. 
Next year we will be better.

We will look around to see
what else we might have missed.
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Gralloch Girl
by Calli Tilson

     The first person I ever wanted was my second childhood best friend. Aubrey had taken the
place of my first best friend, moving into my elementary school the same time that Mina moved
out of it. Mina and I lived in the same neighborhood; a serene, semi-private place surrounded by a
golf course. Aubrey lived in a big white house on the left side corner of the neighborhood that
mirrored ours. Her family was rough with each other, always threatening one another, all teeth at
throats. Her mother was nice, but I never liked her father, and her brothers were too violent,
doing awful things just to see what would happen.

I liked being at her house despite all of that, and I would ride my bike up to her house 
every day, throwing it into the front grass like the yard was my own before keying in the garage
code. Inside the garage there always seemed to be a dead deer, hanging by its feet from the ceiling
beams. I never looked too closely, always unpleasantly surprised by it, but I remember the smell,
the stink of muscle and skin and gore. Red, musky, tangy. Aubrey liked to tell me about skinning
deer, about hunting. We’d sit on her bed in the middle of summer, eating deer jerky or sticks of
deer meat, and she’d tell me what it feels like to pull skin away from muscle, or how to cut with a
knife to let the guts spill out cleanly.
      Here, she’d say, and spread me out on her bed, hands pressing my legs to the bed. She’d start at 
 my knees and then slide her palms to the inner v of my thighs, pinned under her own. You cut here
to start.
     I would lie still at first, afraid to move or breathe or say anything. It felt nice to let her touch
me. I never wanted her to stop. I wanted to be the deer forever, dying and trembling under the
firm weight of her. 
     And then, Aubrey would say. You slide your knife all the way up to the sternum.
     And she’d drive her hands against the middle of my body all the way up to my chest. For this
part, her hands would be clapped together, palm to palm, mimicking a blade. Aubrey always liked
to press harsh, like she really was trying to cut me open. We knew everything about each other; it
only made sense that she would know me that way too, seeing all the parts no one would ever see,
all my wet inner workings. She would stay pinning me down for as long as we could stand it, her
skin and mine damp and hot, the open windows making the heat and humidity between us worse.
I would break eventually, hair sticking in dark knots along my shoulders and the back of my neck
as I panted, squirming like trapped prey for cool air.
     Usually this is where she’d stop, and then we’d both lie down or take a nap or play a video game
or go outside. But other times Aubrey would smile down at me and wait so she could tie up my
hair or pet my hips, and I liked those times, too. More, even. Better. I didn’t have a name or a
reason for what we did until a month later, when I could pin the label ‘sex’ over it, even though I
knew that wasn’t exactly right either. But we were young, just figuring out how bodies can feel
good. This and this and this way, too. So for a while, sex was that; summertime guttings on my
best friend’s bed.
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Grown Apart
by Simay Keles 
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Dawn
by Zoe Cunniffe

we haven’t stepped outside in weeks,
and out my window the sidewalks are washed out,
our neighbors’ lawns wild and overgrown.
my car sleeps in the driveway, engine comatose,
my hands losing the muscle memory of the steering wheel.

we spend days in bed, melting into cool sheets,
day as black and timeless as the night.
i lock our phones in a safe on day eight,
haunted by the blaze of messages from voices 
i can’t hear anymore. it could be so romantic
if we didn’t shiver: you and me,
sealed in this wooden casket, casting untold stories
into parched air. every activity loses its edge,
and we resort to lying on our backs on calloused floors,
wondering if the world outside has expired yet,
the earth’s veins dried up and bloodless.

on day twenty-three, you shake me awake at five,
and we stumble down the stairs. i wait for your blank eyes
to haunt me from across the kitchen, 
but you dance as you make us coffee.
finger on your lips, you open the front door, 
both of us startled by the glossiness
of early morning air. we huddle on the front steps,
tipping our faces to the smoldering sky
until a crisp tinge of color burns above us.

the dawn is unforgiving; it coats our skin in something
unmistakably organic. we dance in our pajama shorts,
bare feet on the dewy lawn,
and i had forgotten until this moment
what you look like when you smile. 
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Aubade in Orange
 by Matt Stefon

The moon oranged
hours ago and
left. To leave as
well when morning

comes is your set
plan. Soon enough
the sun will come
oranging all.

Now, orange light,
creeping in here,
arranging what
we both know is

already here:
oranges on
the table set
for peeling raw.
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cake
by Jamie Bernstein
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Despite lightness
 by Alex Cohen 

Despite its lightness,
there’s heft to lace. 

Clouds of meringue 
and wisps of sugar floss 
have meat, too.

Someone modelled for Fragonard
and he caught a bit of them.
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in black and white 
by Annie Powell Stone 

In the home where I grew up --where my parents still live-- the newspaper is a daily shuffling:
walk down the hill to the metal-post mailbox to retrieve it in the morning; come back in to the
smell of peanut butter toast with shards of dew-y grass stuck to your feet; then the paper is
plopped on the coffee table, folded back, examined, rearranged, discussed; later discarded into
the decorative basket under the hall table. Fodder for the grandkids to play the Floor is Lava. A
cover for art projects and home pedicures. Padding for moves. And it can be easily retrieved if
needed to emphasize a point. 
*** 
In high school journalism, the freshly printed school paper arrived for distribution-- our small
thoughts made real in black and white-- and at the smell of newsprint and ink we all said
“pumpkins!” I now know a gourd does not actually smell like print media, but we had connected
them in our minds, this group of young writers showing that we all had learned the daily use of
newspaper. 
*** 
We weekended in western Maryland as young marrieds in a remote spot he knew about from
childhood. Nostalgia led us up a hiking trail, keeping our eyes out for an old house that used to
stand in the fire-break. As we searched through waist-high yellow grass and corn flowers, we
came across a wide circle of flattened grass where a family of deer had recently bedded, their
round sides breaking stalks and resting. It felt recently vacant-- I wonder if our approach had
scared them off? I imagined them cozy, tucked down and then saw a catch of fur in a thorn bush.
If it had been winter I would have knelt down to see if the ground was still warm from their
flanks, but it was summer-- everything was warm right now. The smell of baking grass filling my
nose. 
A little further on we found the cottage leaning heavily to one side, long abandoned. I peeked in a
glassless window, wanting a closer look at the emptiness. Newspaper covered the walls of the
back room. Faded headlines warped and bubbled and peeling. Summer or not, there was no
warmth left in there. The occupants long gone and-- without constant upkeep-- the manmade
shelter showing its frailty. 
*** 
In our Baltimore rowhome, cut and split paper grocery bags try to fill the gap under pumpkins
and projects. As the season turns, a cold chill comes through a gap on the second floor western
wall. Like most things, it needs to be opened up before it can be properly closed. The drywall
gives way to crumbling plaster and lathe and we get down on our knees to peer into the chill, a
crack of sunlight coming through, and also discover a rudimentary insulation from some
homeowner past: newspaper.
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Get Me Out
by Ally Zlatar 
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honey sour teen
 by Jaya Sudhakar

i feel i will
 forever be a honey sour teen
spitting moons and stars
into bathroom sinks
in a world where the winter
is ink & liquid nitrogen,
summer is beaches & purple grapes
and sorrow bursts like green balloons.
the hand of discontent taps my shoulder
my palms are damp with zoflora, and my caffeinated angst
i’m a dancer, a crier,
a neon favourite flavour
i feel i will 
 forever be a honey sour teen
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smash
by Jamie Bernstein
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The Value of Lightness II
by Ally Zlatar
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Songbird, Silenced.
 by Pamela Mosher

There’s a severely bent wing in the garden; a few
feathers still studded along its length. The wing points
to the rest of the body, which lies under the shroud
of a tulip leaf we didn’t cut back in the spring and now

we find them both. Now that we are outside on the first
cold day of the season, under a darkening sky, spurred on 
by the threat of early snow. Now that we are ready to 
take the time. I press my foot down between 

these pieces of bird and my young son. And my instinct is 
to obscure his view, even though what’s left of the animal
is minimal, and he doesn’t yet have capacity 
to remark on any of it. He is stalled 
at iterations of why, why, why?
 
The bird’s face is sunken, its head only just discernible 
by the sharp protrusion of beak. We keep our observation 
brief, barely a tribute, before we return to the warmth 
of the house, and the sofa with a view of the garden.

If he asked, I would offer my son a sliver of truth; 
we were looking at feathers. And I would stand 
for an extended moment at the sink, washing 
soil from beneath my nails, before lifting him
into my arms and leaning against
the smooth warmth of his neck.
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lost children
by Chloe Tharp
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Crows Hold Funerals For Their Dead
by Laurence Hart

Everything is dying in my favorite season. Neuroscience 
is the science of self-discovery. I mean 
crows flock to their dead to learn how not to die. I will 
go out of my way to crunch that which is dead 
beneath my feet. My brain has not been wired correctly 
and I have been untangling for decades. In the sixth grade 
my English class went to the cemetery 
and it was my favorite field trip. I mean 
crows have been observed performing mating rituals 
for the dead. If the color wheel has taught me anything 
it’s that dying compliments the sky so well. Depression 
can lead to brain inflammation, which 
can lead to the death of brain cells. I have been 
fascinated with death for most of my life. I mean 
crows are sometimes so hormonal they will fuck the dead. Once 
I suggested going to the cemetery for a date 
and they never responded. I don't always know 
when things are over.
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Preserving
 by Annie Powell Stone 

Keep your desert dryness; 
I grew up on summer air you can squeeze 
And gobble up in bake sale-sized squares of damp. 
I need lung-fuls of it in the morning 
Heaping stacks of it. 
I can it, actually, like so many green beans 
So we have mouthfuls of sunshine in winter. 
I take the fresh in greedily now 
And wonder how to label it. 
No date and dew point here— 
Matters of consequence you’ll find on other jars—
But sound of the trunk closing in early morning before a road trip, Sandy feet, 
Ready bike, 
Last lightning bug, and God’s thumbnail. 
So when we dig in our cellar in months to come 
And breathe it in 
We remember.
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Fertile Grounds
 by Evangeline Scheibe

Harness me to my fertility
My heaviest heart is the heart
Of another - careful passenger
Let me, us, fall - fail
Healing in private, hearing of privates
Privately hailing, privacy failing
Buckle under the burden of another
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birth
by Jamie Bernstein
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Contributor Biographies

Alex Cohen has previously published poetry in The Winnow Magazine, where his work was nominated for
inclusion in Sundress Publications' 'Best of the Net' collection. He currently lives in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Instagram: @alx1ndr.

Exploring art making as a methodology that suggests the human condition is more complex than it is
currently understood, Alexandria (Ally) Zlatar examines, instigates and provokes notions of the individual
experience through specifically focusing on philosophical discourse, body image, embodiment & ethics.
Zlatar acknowledges there is power within the un-well body and believes there is tremendous value and
potency through examining these subjects through the contemporary art lens. Born in Mississauga, Canada.
She holds a BFA in Visual Art & Art History from Queen's University & a MLitt Curatorial Practice from
the Glasgow School of Art. Currently, she is pursuing her Doctorate of Creative Arts with the University of
Southern Queensland. She has been involved in many exhibition creations & has had personal work shown
globally.

Annie Powell Stone (she/her) has a BA in English from the University of Maryland and MS in Urban
Education from the University of Pennsylvania. Her work has appeared in The Rising Phoenix Review,
among others. She lives on the ancestral land of the Piscataway people in Baltimore City, MD with her
husband and two kiddos. IG: @anniepowellstone

Calli Tilson is a senior at the University of Iowa studying Creative Writing/English. She loves horror movies
and eating spicy food. Her work has appeared in The Iowa Review, New Moon Magazine, and other
publications. Instagram: @seung.mee.

Chloe Tharp is currently a third-year student at the University of Iowa. She is majoring in art with a focus in
photography, but she likes to write poetry and fiction when the inspiration strikes. Her work also appears in
Ink Lit Magazine and Metal Magazine. Instagram: @chloe.tharp. Twitter: @lilmossymoth.

Erika Nina Suárez (she/her) is a visual artist currently living and working in Texas. Though she was born and
raised in South Florida, she has spent nearly a decade of her life in Central Texas. In 2019 she earned a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the University of North Texas College of Visual Art and Design, with a
concentration in photography. Suarez’s current body of work explores concepts of intimate familial
relationships, interpretations of mortality, and investigates her own identity through her complex Hungarian
and Nicaragüense parentage. With the use of medium format color film and large-scale hand-built lightbox
installations, she is able to grip the viewer with her intricate compositions and forge unique connections
between light and space.

Evangeline Scheibe is a student at the University of Iowa studying biochemistry and English. Beyond writing
poetry and nonfiction, she works in cardiovascular research and in pharmaceutical drug trials. She also
dabbles in tattoos and piercings, and she probably has a few too many trial-run foot tattoos. Instagram:
@evascheibe.



Jamie Bernstein has a BFA in Photography from the Rhode Island School of Design. 
Her work explores the relationship between food and the body, as influenced by ritualistic consumption
and disordered eating. Instagram: @radjew.

Jaya Sudhakar (@mintjaya on Instagram) is a student from the U.K. who writes articles, poems and short
stories in her spare time. Her poem ‘honey sour teen’ explores themes of emotion, adolescence and
nostalgia. 

Laurence Hart is a bisexual dragon sitting atop a hoard of notebooks in Louisville, KY. She is the author
of the forthcoming poetry collection Disorders and Dating Apps (Nanny Goat Press, 2021). Her favorite
pencil is the Palomino Blackwing 602. Instagram: @Lhwritespoetry.

Lynn Finger’s poetry has appeared in Night Music Journal, Ekphrastic Review, MineralLitMag, 8Poems,
Perhappened, and is forthcoming in Drunk Monkeys. Lynn is an editor at Harpy Hybrid Review and
works with a group that mentors writers in prison. Follow Lynn on Twitter at @sweetfirefly2.

Matt Stefon is the former religion editor of Encyclopaedia Britannica and the former poetry editor of
West Texas Literary Review. He lives and writes north of Boston and has 463 wiffle ball home runs,
which he thinks is on an all-time list somewhere. Twitter: Matt_Stefon. Instagram: @mattstefon.

Pamela Mosher was born and raised in a remote village in rural eastern Canada, and now lives in
Ottawa with her wife and two young children. Pamela’s writing has been published in journals such as
The New Quarterly, Contemporary Verse 2, EVENT, and Grain Magazine. She has won the Young Buck
Poetry Prize, and been shortlisted for the Writers’ Union of Canada Short Prose Competition for
Emerging Writers. Instagram: @pmosh86. Twitter: @pamelasmosher.

Simay Keles is an abstract painter based in Hamburg, Germany. Born in Izmir in 1988, she
moved to Germany to study when she was 18. Changing places and traveling through the
cultures have always been a part of her life. As a result, she started painting with an urge
to build a deep connection with strangers. After visiting The Art Students League of New
York in 2019, she decided to take her art practice to the next level. @smykls.

Zoe Cunniffe is a poet and singer-songwriter from Washington, DC. She has previously been published
in literary journals such as Trouvaille Review, Velvet Fields, Meniscus and The Showbear Family Circus,
and she can be found on Instagram at @there.are.stillbeautifulthings.


